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INNOVATIONS AND MAJOR TRENDS

FROM THE 2017 AWARD WINNERS 

This year, out of the 79 entries, the judges selected 

20 products to receive awards. The 2017 list of 

honour features 2 Gold Medals, 6 Silver Medals 

and 12 Bronze Medals.

Three major trends emerge  
from these awards:

• The �rst big trend is related to the development of 

Digital technology for machine automation and 

for “Digital agriculture”. For several decades, Digital 

has contributed to the evolution of machines towards 

better performances, enhanced safety and more driver 

assistance. Today we are additionally seeing highly- 

evolved functions to assist with the steering of production 

processes, and in particular technical itineraries. We are 

entering an age of “Measured Agriculture”, and in 

particular “Measured Winegrowing”. 

• The second trend evident at this SITEVI deals 

with improving the ef!ciency of crop protection 

machines, with an aim to reducing their externalities. 

Alternative solutions such as biocontrol are around the 

corner, and whatever the type of product used (chemi-

cal, natural, biocontrol), it is essential to reduce product 

drift and be more effective. This relates to the in-depth 

knowledge of how machines work, their design, the 

addition of driver assistance functions, and to changes 

in terms of spraying principles.

• Finally, optimising the quality of operations and 

production is the third trend on display in this SITEVI 

2017. The aim is to obtain !awless end products and 

ensure better control of all of the production stages, from 

working in the �eld to the end stages such as packing 

and �lling.

1. First trend: Development 
of Digital Technology 

Much more than an underlying trend, the development 

of digital technology in agriculture is a disruption for 

agronomics. This development affects winegrowing and 

wine-making and also the fruit and vegetable sector. 

Agronomic decisions are no longer made on the basis 

of a few items of data on each plot, but on thousands of 

items of data, analysed to offer valuable assistance with 

decision making and with the implementation of actions 

which are increasingly targeted and modulated in their 

intensity (from the modulation of fertilisers to selective 

picking or the individual management of each vine).

SDF France’s Connected Vineyard IoV - Internet 

of Vineyard (Bronze medal) illustrates this disruption 

by offering a comprehensive Precision Farming system 

comprising an entire chain starting with the acquisition 

of data by automatic weather stations and drones, a 

data analysis tool and then the possibility of modulating 

actions thanks to tools �tted with an ISOBUS connection. 

Grégoire’s NEOmap system (Silver medal) extends the 

spectrum of data necessary for this agronomic revolution. 

The inter-parcel yield mapping tool is an additional tool 

to manage vineyards more precisely, and better identify 

the relationship between locally-adjusted actions (inputs) 

and the results obtained (yield) zone by zone, or even 

vine by vine. This mapping is established from mea-

surements made by a harvest weight sensor, and these 

measurements are combined with GPS location data.

But Digital also means - and this goes back even further 

- the automation of the operation and coordination 

of machines. This year is no exception, with �rst of all 

AutopincH by Grégoire (Gold medal). This system is the 

�rst ever to adjust the setting of the aperture between the 

harvester’s shaker rods from the cabin, an adjustment 

which is often neglected due to time constraints. But 

more importantly this adjustment is totally automatic, 

with the aperture constantly adjusted to the differences 

in the growth of the plant. The user de�nes in advance 

the aperture that they consider to be the best for the 

plot, and the machine will constantly adapt the aperture 

according to growth. 

From one edition to the next, the SITEVI Innovation Awards 
winners offer proof of the underlying trends in the vine-wine, 
olive and fruit & vegetable production sectors, whilst providing 
foresight into the changes to expect in the future. 

By Gilbert Grenier, Frédéric Vigier, Florentino Juste 

and René Autellet, technical advisers to SITEVI,  

judging panel rapporteurs.
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Digital technology also offers the chance to optimise each 

of the machine’s functions. With its IMS 2.0 (Intelligent 

Management System for grape harvesters) New 

Holland France (Bronze medal) goes even further by 

offering the global optimisation of all functions, such as 

those relating to the transmission, the harvesting part, 

etc. which happen in interaction with each other and with 

the engine. This system is also open to the accessories 

of other manufacturers (Berthoud, Provitis) to deliver 

better overall ef�ciency and more comfortable driving 

conditions. The end result is greater ef�ciency for less 

fuel consumption and shorter working time.

Driver assistance is a concern for manufacturers, and 

with the system EASYpilot (Bronze medal), Grégoire 

offers an automatic steering solution for self-propelled 

machines which is ef�cient both day and night. This solu-

tion, which only applies to the steering of the machine, 

is relatively inexpensive in comparison with a system 

such as the RTK GPS.

Machine operation is often a demanding job, but so is 

their upkeep and in particular washing machines after a 

day’s harvesting or when changing plots. New Holland 

France has designed an assisted washing system for 

grape harvesting machines (Silver medal) which is fully 

integrated within its IMS 2.0. Using a remote control, the 

operator thus runs a washing cycle, many phases of 

which are automated and steered by the IMS 2.0. The 

result is much faster and effective washing and improved 

safety for the operator. 

Automation often applies primarily to �xed or winery 

equipment. One example of this is how Parsec has 

innovated with its EVO AUTO system (Bronze medal) 

which automatically measures and injects carbon dioxide 

and nitrogen to accurately correct and adjust amounts 

of dissolved gases (oxygen and carbon dioxide). This 

system is very versatile and contributes to reducing 

sulphite addition. 

2. Second trend: Ef!ciency  
of crop protection machines 

The subject of spraying is highly topical and the key 

objective is to substantially improve the ef�ciency of 

machines whilst reducing their harmful effects. However, 

as fruit and winegrowing are very complicated sectors 

due to the extremely wide diversity of situations encoun-

tered (height and width of rows, leaf volume, etc.) it is 

hard to learn how to more effectively combine droplet 

size, product dosage and air speed and !ow. 

This is the requirement to which “EoleDrift” (Silver 

medal), designed by the IFV, should provide a response. 

This tool aims to test new solutions, assist with the deve-

lopment of their design and �nd the appropriate settings 

to give manufacturers tangible indicators to use in the 

design of innovative sprayers. The particularity of this 

tool is that it can simulate all of the situations that can 

be encountered during crop treatment (wind speed and 

direction in particular) and thus compare different situa-

tions on the same basis. 

Manufacturers for their part continue to seek simple and 

effective solutions that address the concerns of users. For 

example AGRICOLMECCANICA SRL offers its DRIFT 

RECOVERY “BAS” 1000 LITRES (Bronze medal). This 

machine combines several interesting functions: one tur-

bine per arm with the possibility of adjusting the air !ow 

in each turbine, recovery screens with drop separators 

(the air is not “trapped” by the screens), and most of 

all these screens remain vertical on all hillsides: ground 

feelers accurately follow the terrain, meaning that uphill 

screens are lifted and downhill screens are lowered. 

But innovation can also mean breaking with current prac-

tice. With the DYNAJET FLEX 7140 system invented 

by Teejet (Silver medal), it is possible to work at constant 

pressure while varying the !ow rate of nozzles. This 

system, already used in row crop farming, is applied 

here to fruit growing and wine growing, offering new 

and advantageous options such as selecting the dosage 

applied by each nozzle. For example, the system can 

increase the dosage on the fruit growth zone in relation 

to the rest of the canopy height, shut off a particular 

nozzle either temporarily or for longer periods in order 

to spray only parts where there is growth, etc. 

Whatever the precautions taken, wine contamination 

remains possible. To deal with this problem, Laffort has 

designed FlowPure (Gold medal), a vegetal �bre in 

powder form for the selective adsorption of wine contami-

nants to reduce ochratoxin A and pesticide trace content. 

This product also illustrates another trend: that of the 

optimisation of product quality. 

3. Third trend: optimising the quality 
of operations and crop production

Product quality is an increasingly acute requirement, 

but is something which is not always easy to obtain 

or maintain throughout all of the stages running from 

cultivation to end consumer. 

The GAI 45012 Bottle pressure tester (GAI France, 

Silver medal) satis�es the need to check, during the 

bottling process, that the bottles have not been damaged 

during their manufacture. This therefore prevents brea-

kage either during the bottling process (leading to 

production stoppage) or on the distributor’s or customer’s 

premises (batch returned). 

The quality of corks is also a guarantee of the quality of 

wines and conservation, but the traditional glues used 

in technological stoppers are becoming less acceptable 

to consumers. Made up of cork and a natural binder 

made from beeswax and 100% plant-based polyols, the 

“Origine by Diam” cork by Diam Bouchage (Bronze 

medal) offers an answer to this demand for natural 

products.

Preventing the oxidation of grapes between their harvest 

and their arrival in the cellar is also a quality consideration. 

The Delta Rec compartmentalised draining trailer 

by Bucher Vaslin (Bronze medal) meets this objective 
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by separating the juice from grapes during transportation 

and also thanks to the semi-automatic sulphite treatment 

of the tanks used to collect these juices. 

The vini�cation process is an essential element in obtai-

ning the sought-after quality and character of wines, and 

in this process, the barrel maturing process is especially 

important. Tonnellerie Vicard has innovated in this �eld 

by offering barrels selected according to their tannin 

potential (“Vicard Génération 7”, Bronze medal). The 

barrel staves are sorted according to their ellagitannin 

content, and are subjected to molecular toasting depending 

on the tannin in the wood. 

Good in-tank wine conservation is also a factor in qua-

lity, but requires suitable equipment (storage tanks). With 

the “Béret #ottant” (!oating beret), Parcitank (Bronze 

medal) offers an original solution to turn any cylindrical 

tank into a storage tank. An in!atable plastic cover made 

from food-quality plastic is inserted into the manhole at 

the top of the vat. Once it is in!ated, this cover becomes a 

rigid surface, ensuring that the tank remains totally airtight. 

Winery design is also a tool to optimise each work station, 

from the vat to product shipping. This is something that 

Ingevin covers, with its ECOCHAI 4E (Bronze medal). The 

originality of this design is based on a global approach 

taking all aspects into consideration: durability and envi-

ronment, working conditions and reduction of distances, 

lower construction and operating costs. This approach 

also factors in how the activity might develop and the 

possibility of extending the premises without losing the 

bene�ts provided by this design.

The quality of the end product also relies on the quality of 

work carried out in the �eld and on the proper operation, 

the user friendliness of tools and the rapidity of work. 

To harvest fruit such as olives, tart cherries, Ente plums 

etc., Pellenc’s EXPAND R5090 (Silver medal) signi�cantly 

reduces harvesting time while improving its quality. This 

towed machine is �tted with a system which automatically 

lays a 100-sqm tarpaulin on the ground in less than �ve 

seconds. Once the tree has been shaken and the fruit has 

fallen onto the mat, the mat rolls up and unloads all of the 

fruit onto the conveyor which then deposits the fruit into 

crates after removing leaves and debris. Harvesting time 

per tree is thereby reduced to between 30 and 45 seconds. 

Working speed is also an issue relating to the driver and 

how easily they can monitor operations. Provitis’ full-vision 

SMD 50P accessory holder (Bronze medal) can accom-

modate a range of different attachments such as vine 

trimmers, leaf removers, etc. Designed to be �tted onto 

the front of a winegrowing tractor, it enables the operator 

to work in both narrow and wide vineyard rows whilst 

maintaining a clear view of the accessories in operation. 

Equipment may be prevented from functioning properly 

over time by natural elements, and this is particularly the 

case with sub-surface irrigation drippers whose perfor-

mance may be affected by root growth (a rare incident but 

dif�cult to identify quickly and correct). NETAFIM France’s 

UNIWINE AS XR (Bronze medal) is a dripline which has 

been speci�cally designed for sub-surface use in wine-

growing. The drip heads, made from a mix of anti-bacterial 

copper oxide and resin, are self-!ushing and �tted with 

an anti-siphon feature, whilst also being root-resistant.

2017

INNOVATION

AWARDS
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GOLD

GREGOIRE Automatic rod shaker aperture adjustment system for grape harvesting machines B2 A 046

LAFFORT Powdered vegetal �bre for selective adsoption of wine contaminants  A1 D 063

SILVER

GAI FRANCE Pressure tester for bottles before �lling with still and sparkling products A2 B 021

GREGOIRE Yield mapping system loaded on board a grape harvesting machine  B2 A 046

IRSTEA / INSTITUT FRANCAIS  
DE LA VIGNE ET DU VIN

Test bench to assess drift generated by winegrowing sprayers in standardised wind and plant 
growth conditions  

B5 A 012

NEW HOLLAND AGRICULTURE Assisted grape harvesting machine washing system for optimal operator safety B2 A 001

PELLENC
Automatic container for fruit harvesting B2 A 002

B5 B 046

TEEJET TECHNOLOGIES Spray control system at each nozzle B1 D 034

BRONZE

AGRICOLMECCANICA SRL Sprayer with collection screens for sloping terrain B1 B 039

BUCHER VASLIN Compartmentalised draining trailer A1 C 046

DIAM BOUCHAGE Bio-sourced technological cork A2 C 029

GREGOIRE Non-GPS automatic steering system for tractors and self-propelled machines B2 A 046

INGEVIN Optimised and extendable winery A2 B 038

NETAFIM FRANCE Self-regulating integrated drippers B6 C 048

NEW HOLLAND AGRICULTURE Global real-time optimisation system for all functions of a grape harvesting machine B2 A 001

PARCITANK In!atable !oating cap A1 E 034

PARSEC SRL Automatic carbon dioxide and nitrogen dosing and injection system  A1 D 060

PROVITIS Full-vision machine accessory holder B4 A 020

SDF FRANCE Connected vineyard B2 A 046

TONNELLERIE VICARD Barrels selected by Tannic Potential (TP) A1 C 064

2017 SITEVI INNOVATION AWARDS 

THE WINNERS
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GOLD MEDALS

GREGOIRE (France)

AUTOMATIC ROD SHAKER APERTURE ADJUSTMENT 

SYSTEM FOR GRAPE HARVESTING MACHINES 

Commercial name: AutopincH 

The AutopincH system enables the machine to auto-

matically and continuously adjust the aperture between 

rod shakers according to the trellising. This automatic 

adaptation is made possible by the user setting an 

aperture reference at the beginning of the �eld, from the 

driver's cab. The user also enters a “pinch correction” 

amplitude within which the machine will automatically 

adapt the aperture distance. AutopincH thus guarantees 

optimal harvest quality and allows the user to work 

with peace of mind and concentrate on other tasks. 

The automatic aperture adjustment system allows for 

the continuous adaptation of the aperture between the 

shakers and also ensures that the plants are perfectly 

gripped during the shaking. There are no compres-

sion or release peaks, and the aperture is constantly 

optimised. This system provides optimal protection for 

plants and the harvest, and an optimal harvest quality 

due to the trellising being held perfectly steady. The 

technology employed is simple: a pressure sensor 

measures the lateral force exerted by the trellising on 

the rod shakers. AutopincH then automatically and 

continuously adjusts this force by altering the distance 

between the shakers. This is also an aid for the driver, 

as the system manages itself, thereby allowing the user 

to concentrate on other tasks. However the driver still 

remains in control of the machine: the driver selects 

the reference settings and the amplitude of maximum 

and minimum adjustments of the rod shakers. This 

ease of use and operation mean that trial and error is 

no longer necessary to correctly adjust a grape harves-

ting machine. For the machine, this innovation helps 

to obtain optimal force received by mechanical parts 

(shakers, bushings, etc.), thus extending their lifespan 

and reducing the risk of breakage. This also leads to 

reduced maintenance costs due to lower part wear. 

Contact

Mr Christophe BARON
Tel: +33(0)676722312 

Email: christophe.baron@gregoiregroup.com

LAFFORT (France)

POWDERED VEGETAL FIBRE FOR SELECTIVE ADSOPTION 

OF WINE CONTAMINANTS

Commercial name: FlowPure® 

FlowPure is a fine powdered vegetal fibre for the 

selective adsorption of wine contaminants to reduce 

its ochratoxin A and pesticide trace content. It aims to 

replace carbon which was previously the only authorised 

winemaking solution to reduce crop protection product 

residue content. This �bre was developed in associa-

tion with the IFV and �ve European research centres 

with support from Europe via the FP7 programme. 

When applied to the wine during a �ltration, it reduces 

pesticide content by between 50 and 95%, and can 

even reduce it to below detection thresholds. The pro-

duct may only be used on wines whose thresholds are 

below legal tolerance levels and should be considered 

in association with good winegrowing crop protection 

practices. FlowPure could be particularly useful for orga-

nic producers whose wines are slightly contaminated by 

pesticides from external sources. This project employs 

organic farming techniques and all of the production 

stages are environmentally friendly. Incorporating this 

technological aid during a �ltration is simple and does 

not require any particular investment. The impact on 

the organoleptic quality of the wine has been regularly 

tested and was considered negligible. This FlowPure 

product and this concept have received a favourable 

welcome from wine specialists who consider it to be 

a high-quality winemaking solution to guarantee the 

sanitary quality of their wines.

Contact

Ms Charlotte GOURRAUD 
Tel: +33(0)787901157  

Email: charlotte.gourraud@laffort.com
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Argent

SILVER MEDALS

GAI FRANCE (France)

PRESSURE TESTER FOR BOTTLES BEFORE FILLING 

WITH STILL AND SPARKLING PRODUCTS 

Commercial name: GAI 45012 Bottle pressure tester 

The GAI 45012 is designed to stop faulty bottles from 

entering the bottling machine or exploding whilst being 

�lled with still or sparkling products. Traditionally, when 

faulty bottles explode in the bottling plant during an 

isobaric still or sparking liquid �lling operation, in addition 

to potential damage to the �lling valves, this requires the 

production process to be halted to clean and remove 

the glass fragments (a thorough machine clean takes 

approximately 30 minutes). With two explosions per day, 

this tester offers productivity gains estimated at two full 

days per month. In addition, the machine guarantees 

zero risk of residual glass debris in the rinse-�ll-cork 

system and therefore in other bottles. It also allows 

bottles to be sorted because it also selects bottles with 

a neck defect. These are spotted and rejected from the 

machine. The tester has three functions: blowing sterile 

air into the bottle (8 bars maximum) which results in 

faulty bottles exploding; maintaining pressure to verify 

the bottle's resistance, and inspecting the bottle neck 

to check its diameter and reject non-compliant bott-

les. It accepts a range of bottle formats (from 60 to 

115 mm) and is pre-equipped for remote assistance 

and automatic CIP washing. Its work rate ranges from 

1,000 to 12,000 bottles per hour. 

Contact 

Mr Jean-Christophe IMBERT
Tel: +33(0)648702499 

Email: jcimbert@gaifrance.fr

GREGOIRE (France)

YIELD MAPPING SYSTEM LOADED ON BOARD A GRAPE 

HARVESTING MACHINE  

Commercial name: NEOmap 

The NEOmap yield mapping system features three 

functions which are necessary to geo-reference instan-

taneous yields and produce maps of their inter-parcel 

variability:  

- Measurement of effort generated by harvest quantity: 

positioned in the heart of the conveyor chain, a stain-

less steel plate �tted with a force sensor measures the 

quantity of harvest which falls onto this plate. 

- Satellite positioning. Each force measurement made 

above is matched with the GPS coordinates of the 

position when the measurement was made. 

- Integrated weighing: the hoppers’ suspensions are 

�tted with sensors which weigh the harvest each time 

they are emptied. This allows the weight of harvested 

grapes in the machine’s hoppers to be correlated with 

the distance travelled to �ll them and the pinpointed 

instantaneous forces, in order to convert them into 

weight. Each harvest weight is geolocated and propor-

tionate to the force measured, and the sum of these 

instantaneous weights remains equal to the total weight 

contained in the hoppers.

The plot’s yield map is then stored in ISOXML format 

(standardised format compatible with most GIS sof-

tware). The winegrower can then extract then analyse 

this yield map and make the appropriate decisions to 

optimise their operations, establish modulation maps 

for input additions, or target work on the vine according 

to its state (based on its yield). Beyond the aspects 

relating to precision farming, the information of quan-

tities harvested in real time will facilitate the traceability 

of the production and the optimisation of harvesting 

operations, connecting with grape reception units and 

harvest transportation vehicles.

Contact

Mr Christophe BARON
Tel: +33(0)676722312 

Email: christophe.baron@gregoiregroup.com
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 IRSTEA / INSTITUT FRANCAIS  
DE LA VIGNE ET DU VIN (France)

TEST BENCH TO ASSESS DRIFT GENERATED  

BY WINEGROWING SPRAYERS IN STANDARDISED WIND 

AND PLANT GROWTH CONDITIONS  

Commercial name: EoleDrift 

The EoleDrift text bench is innovative and original in 

that it uses arti�cial vegetation and wind conditions to 

measure drift. This standardisation of measurement 

conditions provides better repeatability of results which 

is essential to reliably compare the performances of 

the tested sprayers. It also means that tests can be 

carried out over a longer period during the year. It is 

a crucial tool to speed up the of�cial homologation of 

equipment which reduces the width of Non Treated 

Zones (NTZ), based on the ISO 22866 standard (this 

method is complicated to set up and requires precise 

wind conditions for �eld testing, meaning that very 

few tests have been conducted in Europe and only 

one vineyard sprayer has been homologated by this 

method over the past ten years in spite of the existence 

of effective spraying machines). And this tool should 

enable equipment without provisional homologation to 

be tested rapidly and perhaps receive homologation. 

A large number of tests may be conducted in a relatively 

short period of time, allowing for the rapid identi�cation 

of effective spraying techniques. IFV and IRSTEA will 

offer spraying manufacturers a service on the basis 

of the EoleDrift test bench to test their new sprayer 

models and their prototypes.  

Contact

Mr Regis CAILLEAU
Tel: +33(0)466511016 

Email: regis.cailleau@vignevin.com

INNOVATION

AWARDS
2017

Argent

 NEW HOLLAND Agriculture (Italy)

ASSISTED GRAPE HARVESTING MACHINE WASHING 

SYSTEM FOR OPTIMAL OPERATOR SAFETY  

Commercial name: Integrated and assisted grape 

harvesting machine wash 

The new Braud 9000 machines are �tted with a fully- 

integrated washing system with the standard pre-�tting 

of a washing water supply network. Washing operations 

are assisted and managed using a remote control ope-

rated by the driver. Operator safety is thus increased 

due to: 

- Water supply integrated within the machine with a 

water point at the top which removes the need for the 

washer to climb up the machine holding a pressure 

washer in a slippery environment;

- Total inspection of the machine’s parts with the remote 

control featuring all the functions required to wash remo-

tely, all around the machine;

- Ease of use thanks to speci�c work overalls, with 

a remote control sleeve holder so that the washer is 

equipped and their hands are free.

- Automated washing: a clean washing method, a 

zone safety system which stops the dangerous parts 

positioned near the operator from switching on and 

restricts access to certain unsafe zones.

- Simple solutions to make washing easy: the storage 

box, the platforms, the additional !exible hose to wash 

targeted areas from the platforms, in addition to the 

sprinklers.

The impact on the environment is also limited thanks to 

a reduction in washing water estimated at 1,000 litres 

per wash. Productivity is also increased thanks to an 

inbuilt prewash system which soaks juices and sugars 

while the washer is getting ready and thus increases 

operational work time, reduces down time and impro-

ves washing quality, thereby making better use of the 

machine. The system cuts washing times by approxi-

mately 50%.

Contact

Mr Philippe BOISSEAU
Tel: +33(0)637586529 

Email: philippe.boisseau@newholland.com
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PELLENC (France)

AUTOMATIC CONTAINER FOR FRUIT HARVESTING  

Commercial name: EXPAND R5090 

This container is a towed machine designed to har-

vest fruit such as tart cherries, olives or Ente plums. 

This system still uses the well-known fruit harvesting 

principle (the tree is shaken to make the fruit fall off 

and a mat is spread on the ground to pick them up). 

But this innovation makes work simpler and reduces 

time taken for the operation, with the aim of reducing 

harvesting time and improving harvest quality. This 

machine comprises a system that can automatically 

lay a 100 sqm tarpaulin on the ground in less than 

5 seconds. Once the tree is shaken and the fruit falls off, 

the mat is rolled up again, transferring the fruit onto the 

conveyor which then places the clean fruit into crates. 

During this transfer operation, an aspiration system 

removes leaves and other plant debris from the fruit. 

The mat deployment and rolling-up mechanism is fully 

automated, which enables one person to pick 300 kg 

of fruit at a time with a cherry tree cycle measured 

at 45 seconds. With a high clearance gauge (50cm), 

plots with a 50cm step can be harvested. A camera 

also assists the driver in positioning the machine in line 

with the centre of the trunk. 

Contact 

Ms Dana GRAUX
Tel: +33(0)633399073 

Email: d.graux@pellenc.com

 TEEJET TECHNOLOGIES (France)

SPRAY CONTROL SYSTEM AT EACH NOZZLE 

Commercial name: DYNAJET FLEX 7140 

TeeJet Technologies has developed the DynaJet 

Flex 7140 (already developed on row crops) which 

allows operators to fully control the size of droplets 

generated by liquid pressure nozzles. Droplet size 

remains constant - as does pressure - whatever the 

dose applied and the forward speed (reduced speed 

at the beginning of rows or in tricky parts). The user 

selects the droplet size from the cabin according to 

application conditions; type and formulation of product 

applied, presence of an additive, weather conditions 

at time of spraying (temperature, moisture, etc.), local 

environmental restrictions at �eld level (located close 

to houses, schools, waterways, non-treated zones, 

etc.), the condition of plant growth, etc. The integrated 

functions allow the user to vary the capacity of the 

nozzles and obtain the desired spraying performance, 

with a ranges of speeds and !ow rates whilst complying 

with the desired application doses. This !exibility in 

applied volume saves the user from changing nozzles 

if they wish to alter doses. The !ow rate command on 

each nozzle also helps to reduce the risk of drift, but 

it also provides an advantageous function for fruit and 

wine growing; the possibility of modulating !ow rate 

(and therefore doses) according to the leaf height and 

leaf density. The operator can also cut off the spray 

from any particular nozzle is there is a vine missing or 

a lack of leaf growth.  

Contact 

Mr Patrick DEBAT 
Tel: +33(0)679406898 

Email: patrick.debat@teejet.com
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INNOVATION

AWARDS
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BRONZE MEDALS

 AGRICOLMECCANICA SRL (Italy)

SPRAYER WITH COLLECTION SCREENS  

FOR SLOPING TERRAIN 

Commercial name: DRIFT RECOVERY “BAS” 

1000 LITRES 

This sprayer is �tted with a straddling structure with four 

stainless steel screens with droplet separators to collect 

the product, meaning that two rows can be treated at 

the same time. The innovation lies in a cant correction 

system on the chassis, enabling work to be carried 

out on sloping terrain, thanks to a mechanism which 

maintains a minimal distance from the ground. Two 

ground feelers detect whether the collection screens 

are always at a safe distance from the ground whilst 

also detecting obstacles on the ground. If there is an 

unplanned obstacle or is the screens get too close 

to the ground, the feeler makes the screens lift auto-

matically to a safe height. All of the upper structure of 

the screens is articulated and thanks to its automated 

hydraulic system, it always positions itself so that the 

screens remain perpendicular to the vegetation to be 

sprayed. The sprayer is �tted with a main axle and a 

second axle located just behind it (the latter axle posi-

tioned automatically) to improve the sprayer’s stability. 

Four high-power fans are located on the upper part of 

the chassis (one per screen) so that the screens receive 

the same quantity of air at the outlet. A hydraulic pres-

sure regulator allows the operator to adjust the speed 

of these four fans to adjust the quantity of output air 

so as to obtain perfect leaf penetration, whatever the 

condition of plant growth. 

Contact 

Ms Daniela CANDOTTO
Tel: +39/043192496 - Mobile: +39/3393103684 

Email: daniela@agricolmeccanica.it

BUCHER VASLIN (France)

COMPARTMENTALISED DRAINING TRAILER 

Commercial name: DELTA REC 

Bucher-Vaslin’s compartmentalised grape transporta-

tion hopper is an answer to the problem of oxidation 

of the free running juices which appear when �lling the 

hopper and also during transportation. This production 

of juice tends to increase with early wine harvests which 

produce warmer and more fragile grapes. This hopper is 

�tted with a mid-height !oor made of pivoting shutters, 

similar to transportation in crates. These shutters are 

mounted on parallel pivoting bars. When they are in a 

closed position, these shutters constitute a mid-height 

!oor which reduces the height of grapes held in the 

hopper and limits the amount of berry squashing during 

�lling and transportation. Reducing the height of storage 

also improves the circulation of juices within the layers 

of grapes, and as a consequence the collection of the 

juice. The juices are automatically removed from the 

rest of the harvest and stored in side-mounted tanks, 

which are semi-automatically treated with sulphite to 

prevent the oxidation of the juice; this also removes the 

need to add sulphite to the berries. The user controls 

the sulphite addition process using a pump. The tanks 

each have a capacity of 340 litres, representing 15% 

of the hopper capacity. The hopper and the tanks are 

emptied independently of one another: the hopper is 

emptied by tipping whereas the tanks are emptied by 

a non-permanent !uids pipe. 

Contact 

Mr Bernard LEGRIX DE LA SALLE
Tel: +33(0)241745050 

Email: bernard.legrix@buchervaslin.com
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DIAM BOUCHAGE (France)

BIO-SOURCED TECHNOLOGICAL CORK 

Commercial name: Origine By Diam 

Origine by Diam® is a technological cork closure incor-

porating a beeswax emulsion and a binder made of 

100% vegetal polyols, maintaining the recognised 

reliability of Diam closures in terms of safety, homoge-

neity and oxygen control. The process by which cork 

granules are coated with beeswax emulsion has been 

patented by Diam Bouchage. The beeswax guarantees 

airtightness and maintains the elasticity of the cork and 

the homogeneity of Origine bu Diam ® closures. The 

beeswax used in these closures is 100% naturally- 

sourced. It offers excellent water repellent qualities, 

protecting the closure from in�ltration, and helps to 

maintain their lifespan. The binder is made of 100% 

bio-sourced and totally renewable polyols. It has 

been tested and approved by independent labora-

tories. This new technology is the accomplishment 

of research combining oxygen transmission rate and 

natural sources. It ful�ls the requirements of the brand’s 

customers for their premium wines who want to have 

closures with higher permeability but longer shelf life, 

suited to long-keeping wines. This innovation is the �rst 

to allow environmentally-conscious wines to stand out 

from traditional wines through a natural, recyclable and 

renewable packaging component. 

Contact 

Ms Anaïs Le CHAFFOTEC
Tel: +33(0)468872020 

Email: lechaffotec@diam-bouchage.com

GREGOIRE (France)

NON-GPS AUTOMATIC STEERING SYSTEM FOR TRACTORS 

AND SELF-PROPELLED MACHINES 

Commercial name: EASYpilot 

GREGOIRE’s EASYpilot is an automated steering 

system for rows of vines. The harvesting machine (or 

the multipurpose straddling machine) is automatically 

aligned with the row located in front of it, leaving the 

driver free to concentrate on other tasks. The techno-

logy used provides reliable automatic steering without 

the need for expensive technology such as the RTK 

GPS. The principle is to detect and analyse, in front 

of the machine, the foreseeable variation in trajectory 

compared with the vine row and correct this variation 

automatically and adequately. The vine row is detected 

by the combination of a 3D infrared telemetric sensor 

together with a wave emitter, also called “lighting” which 

allows the device to function ef�ciently both data and 

night. The system measures, point by point, the dis-

tance between the sensor and the elements of the 

vine row, allowing it to form a model of the vine row 

structure. The calculations performed by EASYpilot 

help to avoid errors relating to the detection of lateral-

ly-growing tendrils or high grass. In harvesting mode, 

the data provided by the feelers at the entrance of the 

harvesting tunnel are combined with camera detection 

to improve the accuracy of the system (3 cm). The 

result of the calculation consists of de�ning a driving 

line which is traced along the centre of the vine row 

and at the front of the machine. EASYpilot’s software 

calculates an optimal trajectory to follow this line and 

also detects the end of rows, which it then indicates to 

the driver with a visual signal and a sound. Finally, the 

EASYpilot system acts directly on the power steering 

circuit to ensure that the right trajectory is automatically 

followed. For safety reasons, the control of the forward 

speed and the other components of the machine remain 

under the responsibility of the driver. 

Contact 

Mr Christophe BARON
Tel: +33(0)676722312 

Email: christophe.baron@gregoiregroup.com
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INGEVIN (France)

OPTIMISED AND EXTENDABLE WINERY 

Commercial name: ECOCHAI 4E 

This 100% circular winery christened ECOCHAI 4E is 

a concept which combines a modern approach with 

function optimisation, sustainable development and 

extension possibilities. It is designed for projects ranging 

from 4,000 to 300,000 hl, and can incorporate all of 

the winemaking functions (grape reception, vini�cation, 

�lling, storage of maturing and bottled wines, technical 

and administrative premise). The investment is 10 to 

20% lower than a traditional design due to a 15 to 30% 

reduction in built area and 12 to 25% less wall area. 

Operating costs are also reduced due to better layout 

and lower distances travelled by liquids, harvest, must 

and wine, and by people. It is also an environmentally 

friendly solution: the solar panelled roof means that the 

winery is energy positive all year round; the recovery 

of rainwater and the reduction in water consumption 

reduce the need for mains water. The circular design 

of the winery helps to improve working conditions, 

complying with the principle of always moving in a 

straight line from of!oading the grapes to dispatching 

the bottles, the convergence of liquid and people !ows 

towards the centre of the building, making working 

and supervision easier. The of�ces located upstairs 

in the centre of the winery are also at equal and short 

distance from the work !oor. Finally, each workspace 

can be easily extended separately, and a 10% increase 

in diameter results in a volume increase of 30 to 50%. 

Contact 

Mr Bertrand JOLIVEL
Tel: +33(0)662622707 

Email: b.jolivel@bevinum.com

NETAFIM France (France)

SELF-REGULATING INTEGRATED DRIPPERS  

Commercial name: UNIWINE AS XR 

UNIWINE AS XR is a dripline which has been speci�cally 

designed for sub-surface use in winegrowing. This  

irrigation principle reduces water loss through evapo-

ration or percolation and allows vines to be fertilised 

sustainably. It also helps to prevent the problems caused 

by an irrigation system when groundwork needs to be 

done on the vineyard. But users - often wrongly - fear 

that the subsurface network can be damaged by root 

growth blocking the drippers. The innovation provided 

in this case consists of making drippers with copper 

oxide mixed into the resin during their manufacture. 

These drippers are self-regulating, self-!ushing and 

�tted with an anti-siphon mechanism, offering better 

resistance to root intrusion. Through its properties, 

the copper oxide used (Cupron) prevents root growth 

and restricts the development of bio�lms. In particular, 

this copper oxide has anti-bacterial properties which 

are also used by the clothing manufacturing industry. 

The drip line is resilient over time, maintaining the same 

!ow rate (no blockages), without any risk of impurities 

entering after the network has been !ushed, and wit-

hout any risk of the copper contaminating the ground. 

The drippers are acid and chemical proof, meaning 

that maintenance costs are low and that wastewa-

ter may also be used (due to their anti-blocking and 

anti-bacterial properties). This product offers the user 

a reliable solution which enables them to irrigate with 

total peace of mind.

Contact 

Mr Christophe DERBEZ
Tel: +33(0)442667665 

Email: christophe.derbez@neta"m.com
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NEW HOLLAND Agriculture (Italy)

GLOBAL REAL-TIME OPTIMISATION SYSTEM FOR 

ALL FUNCTIONS OF A GRAPE HARVESTING MACHINE 

Commercial name: IMS 2.0 – Intelligent Management 

System for grape harvesters  

IMS 2.0 is much more than just a new version of the IMS 

(Intelligent Management System) already on the market. 

This new smart and real-time management system on 

New Holland Braud grape harvesting machines offers 

functions such as: 

- Lower operating costs due to the automatic and 

permanent management of engine rpm according to 

load, thus reducing on-road fuel consumption by 20% 

and �eld work consumption by approximately 10l/h; 

- Maximum leverage of all of the machine’s performance 

all year round and total integration (through a CAN bus) 

of the spraying and crop maintenance accessories of 

the brand’s partners; 

- A better quality of harvest, resulting from the conti-

nuous adjustments of the harvesting tools, in particular 

conveyor speed regulation for steep vineyards; 

- Maximum driver comfort through the constant search 

for a low engine rpm which reduces in-cab noise and 

offers a more !exible drive; 

- Better control through its Intelliview IV ™ screen and 

its controls clustered on a multifunction handle; 

- The integration of controls for moving accessories by 

remote control which places the driver at the centre 

of the machine with optimal safety at all stage of use 

(adjustment, driving in �eld and on roads, maintenance 

in �eld, washing). 

Contact 

Mr Philippe BOISSEAU
Tel: +33(0)637586529 

Email: philippe.boisseau@newholland.com

PARCITANK (Spain)

INFLATABLE FLOATING CAP  

Commercial name: Floating Beret  

The floating beret is an inflatable cap made from 

food-quality plastic (TPU) which can transform any 

cylindrical tank into a wine storage tank. It can be used 

on cylindrical tanks up to 5 m in diameter. It makes 

closed vats more versatile by allowing them to be 

only partially �lled, and therefore contributes !exibility 

to vat houses which do not have tanks with !oating 

lids. This !oating beret is inserted and removed via the 

upper manhole. It in!ates and de!ates inside the tank 

using an automatic control which does not require 

any �xed installations on the tank(s). It is lighter than a 

lid made of �bre or steel and once it is fully in!ated it 

!oats on the surface of the liquid. When it in!ates, the 

cover forms a lenticular shape which expels the air to 

the edges (at the bottom) and helps the wine which 

might have been trapped above the cover to slide from 

the centre towards the edge of the cover. At the end 

of the in!ation operation (pressure between 0.1 and 

0.3 bars) it becomes a rigid and totally !at surface, 

adjusting its diameter to the inside wall of the tank to 

form an airtight seal. When it is de!ated, it becomes 

an easy-to-handle, !exible and foldable item. It is not 

classi�ed as a pressure device as the pressure never 

exceeds 0.5 bars. 

Contact 

Mr Maxime LASNE
Tel: +34 609360179 

Email: mlasne@parcitank.com
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PARSEC SRL (Italy)

AUTOMATIC CARBON DIOXIDE AND NITROGEN DOSING 

AND INJECTION SYSTEM    

Commercial name: EVO AUTO  

EVO AUTO is a carbon dioxide and nitrogen dosing and 

injection system to accurately and easily correct and 

adjust dissolved gases (oxygen and CO2) in line or in a 

closed circuit. This device injects gas in-line extremely 

accurately, since it takes into account the wine !ow rate 

variations and the compensation of all of the physical 

and chemical variables coming into play in the dosing 

and injection of these gases. These variations include 

the variations of partial pressure of dissolved gas, the 

gas input pressure in the measurement chamber, the 

gas pressure in the dosing unit, the temperature of the 

gas in the dosing unit, the veri�cation of the dissolution 

capacity of the nozzle. Simply enter the desired ins-

tructions and the device will automatically manage the 

dosing by compensating for all of the physical limitations 

(wine !ow rate, gas pressure, counter-pressure, etc.). 

EVO AUTO corrects the dissolved gases in wines or 

musts in one treatment. It is totally independent and 

versatile in terms of applications and !ow rates: wine 

can !ow at rates ranging from 15 to 250 hl/h, and its 

dosing spectrum ranges from 0.1 to 18 kg/h. It also 

allows for the automatic application of deoxygenation, 

nitrogen de-carbonation, carbonation, etc. Finally, EVO 

AUTO contributes to protection from oxidation and 

reducing sulphite addition. 

Contact 

Mr Mathieu de BASQUIAT
Tel: +33(0)675695803 

Email: mdebasquiat@parsecsrl.net

PROVITIS (France)

FULL-VISION MACHINE ACCESSORY HOLDER  

Commercial name: SMD 50 P  

PROVITIS’ full-vision machine accessory holder 

SMD 50 P can be �tted to the front of a vineyard trac-

tor to attach a range of plant care tools such as a vine 

trimmer, a leaf remover or a pre-pruner. The opera-

tor can work with total visibility in both narrow and 

wide vineyards, and on both !at and terraced land. 

PROVITIS’ SMD 50 P is made up of a wide base and 

two moving arms which are articulated at each end of 

the base. The upper part of the arms is �tted with the 

means to raise/lower and tilt the accessories. The holder 

is controlled by an electro-hydraulic control unit (�xed 

to the central part of the base). PROVITIS’ accessory 

holder thus stands apart from the market through this 

U shape with a lower centre of gravity for enhanced 

stability and a clear �eld of vision at the front of the 

tractor. The innovation is also at work in the drive chain 

which deploys and tilts the moving arms that hold the 

attached accessories. This allows a wide amplitude of 

deployment and the possibility of adjusting the side tilt, 

ensuring the lowest possible footprint and the highest 

possible visibility. 

Contact 

Mr Didier ANDELFINGER
Tel: +33(0)389209349 

Email: didier.andel"nger@provitis.eu
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SDF France (France)

CONNECTED VINEYARD 

Commercial name: Connected Vineyard IoV – Internet 

of Vineyard  

The “connected Vineyard” system is a comprehen-

sive Precision Farming system incorporating all of the 

elements in the approach and which draws on the 

expertise of all of the different partners (SDF Group, 

Pessl Instrument, Topcon). This system associates 

three areas which are essential to this precision farming 

approach: 

- the acquisition of agronomic data: on the climate 

(automatic weather stations), on the �elds and on the 

vine (drones �tted with multispectral and/or hypers-

pectral cameras);

- an online mapping and data analysis service to store 

and analyse data and assist with decision making;

- feedback through prescription maps integrated into 

the tractor’s Isobus terminal and used by Isobus devices 

which are capable of modulating tasks (for example, 

Grégoire sprayers and harvesters).

This system offers higher precision in the monitoring 

of the vineyard and the analysis of the complexity of 

interactions, and is a valuable aid for the agronomist 

by helping to connect up a large quantities of dispa-

rate date, assist with decision making, and then apply 

increasingly targeted and precise actions on the ground 

(for example, modulating treatment doses according 

to the requirements of the crop). 

Contact 

Mr Théo DOMINIQUE
Tel: +33(0)680187639 

Email: theo.dominique@sdfgroup.com

TONNELLERIE VICARD (France)

BARRELS SELECTED BY TANNIC POTENTIAL (TP)  

Commercial name: VICARD GENERATION 7 

The originality of Vicard Génération 7 barrels lies in the 

combination of a reliable selection methodology based 

on the analysis of ellagitannin content of untoasted 

wood and an accurate, reproducible heating tool which 

respects the oak, all of which provides trustworthy 

guarantees in terms of the quality and reproducibi-

lity of results. Tannin potentials are measured using 

near-infrared spectrometry and the wood is toasted 

using degree-accurate radiant heat. This wood selec-

tion process combined with perfect control of toasting 

has provided bene�ts to winemaking which have been 

proven by the results of sensorial and chemical analysis. 

The tests conducted have shown the crucial importance 

of the tannin potential on the aromatic pro�les of wines, 

whereas the geographical origin of the wood appears 

to have had near to no impact. Far from standardising 

products, the ability to obtain perfectly known and 

reproducible barrels offers winemakers the opportunity 

to conduct their élevage with the greatest of care for 

the wine and with the greatest precision. This approach 

contributes to better use of forestry resources. Indeed, 

by selecting wood on the criterion of tannin potential 

instead of that of the geographical origin and/or grain 

size, which are the most commonly-used criteria in the 

sector, it is possible to use wood from other supply 

sources whilst still guaranteeing the quality and repro-

ducibility of the barrels.

Contact 

Ms Émilie FAUGERE
Tel: +33(0)628960583 

Email: marketing@groupe-vicard.com
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MEMBERS OF THE 

2017 JUDGING PANEL

The 79 entries received were examined by an international panel 
comprising leading specialists from research, higher education 
and development, supported by more than 80 European experts.

Panel chairmanship

Jean-Pierre VAN RUYSKENSVELDE

JOINT CHAIRMAN OF SITEVI INNOVATION AWARDS JUDGING PANEL

Chief Executive of Institut Français de la Vigne et du Vin (IFV)

Ludovic GUINARD 

JOINT CHAIRMAN OF SITEVI INNOVATION AWARDS JUDGING PANEL

Deputy Chief Executive of Centre Technique Interprofessionnel des Fruits et Légumes (Cti!)

Technology advisers, judging panel rapporteurs

René AUTELLET

Independent consultant

Gilbert GRENIER

Lecturer in Automation and Machinery Engineering at Bordeaux Sciences Agro 

Having graduated from ENIA Dijon in 1979, he spent �ve years as Machinery Adviser and CUMA correspondent 

at Vienne Chamber of Agriculture. In 1985 he returned to academic studies in Robotics and became a Lecturer 

in Automation and Machinery Engineering at Bordeaux Sciences Agro (formarly Enitab). Since 1990 he has 

contributed to the work of various AFNOR and ISO standardisation groups dealing with agricultural electronic 

standardisation, and in particular in establishing the Isobus standard. He is jointly responsible for the “AgroTIC” 

speciality in collaboration between Bordeaux Sciences Agro and Montpellier SupAgro. This specialisation gives 

students the chance to acquire a dual skill in agronomy and in ICT (sensors, GPS, remote detection, GIS, Internet, 

EDI, embedded electronics for agricultural machinery, Precision Farming, etc.). He has been a member of the 

SIMA and SITEVI judging panels for more than 20 years, he has been Technology Adviser for 5 years, and he 

was elected “SEDIMASTER 2015”.

Florentino JUSTE

Researcher – Dto Ingenieria Rural y Alimentaria, Universidad Politecnica de Valencia – Spain

Agronomy doctor and engineer at Valencia Polytechnic University (UPV) and Master in Agricultural Engineering 

at Davis University, California, USA. Research professor at the Valencia Agricultural Research Institute (IVIA) in 

farming technology and robotics. Director at IVIA from 1993 to 2013. Former chairman of the European Agricultural 

Engineering Society EurAgEng. Member of the French Agriculture Academy. Currently visiting lecturer in the Rural 

Engineering department (DIRA) at Valencia Polytechnic University.

Frédéric VIGIER

Expertise correspondent in the Department for Industrial Partnerships and Support to Public Policy at Irstea. 

Technology adviser for agro-machinery and e-agriculture in Irstea general management - DIVaC.
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Judging panel members

Yann BINTEIN

Science and Technical Department, Fruit & Vegetables – CTIFL – France

Christian BRIAND

Eco-technology sector manager – Bpifrance – France

Eugenio CAVALLO

Research Of�cer – IMAMOTER - CNR – Italy

Stephane CHAPUIS

Head of agro-equipment department – FNCUMA – France

Cyril CORDIER

Oenologist – Union Française des Œnologues – France

Béatrice DA ROS

Chief Executive – Union Française des Œnologues – France

Jean-Michel DESSEIGNE

Specialist in winegrowing machinery – IFV – France

Pierre-Henri DUBUIS

Science Fellow, row crop and vine protection research department -  

Agroscope Changins-Wädenswil ACW research centre– Switzerland

Béatrice EMIN

Union of�cial – Union des Œnologues de France – France

Annette FREIDINGER – LEGAY

Consultant – COTE EMBALLAGE – France

Florian KHALIL

Consultant engineer – AXEMA – France

Géraldine KRAUSZ

Innovation manager – TERRALIA – France

Valérie LEMPEREUR

Deputy director of scienti�c programmes– IFV – France

Santiago PLANAS DE MARTI

Science director of Agri-food unit - Lleda University, Spain 

Arianne VOYATZAKIS

Food industry manager – BPIFRANCE – France
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